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For more information please visit our website: www.uqes.com.au.
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President’s letter
It’s never too early to start thinking about your career.

As an Economics, Commerce or Business student, it is truly
remarkable how much opportunity there is out there in the workforce.
However, such opportunity and diversity poses numerous questions.
Where do I want to work? What opportunities are available? Do I
want to work in the public or private sector? Should I work
internationally or stay in Australia? And these are only some of the
questions that you will face over your degree, and indeed, perhaps
over your career post-graduation.
It is hoped that the Careers Guide will provide you with invaluable
information and assist you in answering some of these questions.
I would like to thank Lucy Wark, Carl Tessmann and Gordon Owens,
the UQES Publications Team, for their hard work and dedication in
producing the most comprehensive edition of the Careers Guide yet.
I hope you enjoy the publication and I wish you all the best in your
application process and your future endeavours. I hope to see you at
all our UQES events throughout the year.
Best wishes,
Mitchell Piper
UQES President 2011
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Editorial

Welcome to the 2011 UQ Economics Society Careers
Guide
Economics opens up a huge number of career options; from the
Reserve Bank and Government departments, to working for the big
names in private sector banking, finance and consulting, to
international organisations like the International Monetary Fund, or
even a place in academia. New applications of economics are
creating new jobs all the time as well; from supporting Australia‘s
defence force to analysing healthcare and environmental policy.
The range of choices for an Economics graduate can be bewildering,
but the Careers Guide can help you pinpoint which industries and
companies best suit your skills and interests. In here you‘ll find
profiles of potential employers, interviews with students who have
completed internships and other useful stuff, like our new ‗Making the
most of your time at UQ (How to Get Employed for Dummies)‘
section.
If you see us around the uni, don‘t be shy – we will consent to
autograph copies of your awesome Careers Guide. But seriously, do
feel free to ask us questions and send us feedback.
We hope this guide helps you bridge the gap between university and
the workplace – best of luck job-seekers!

Best of Luck,
Lucy, Gordon, Carl
UQES Publications Team
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It’s your potential
Are you ready to show it?
Your future is full of possibilities. It‘s what you do with them that counts. Start your
career with us and the skills you learn from our experts will mean you will soon be
helping our clients innovate and succeed – sometimes in ways they had never imagined. When you work with the right people, anything is possible.
We have opportunities for students in our audit, business services, corporate finance, economics, HR consulting, insolvency, IT consulting, strategy consulting
and taxation teams.
Realise your potential. Apply for our Graduate and Summer Vacation Programs.
Applications are only open until our opportunities are filled.
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Finance Profiles
UBS
KPMG
Macquarie
Morgan Stanley
GoldmanSachs
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Optiver
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Ernst & Young
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
BDO
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UBS draws on its 150-year heritage to serve private, institutional and corporate clients worldwide, as well as retail
clients in Switzerland. We combine our wealth management, investment banking and asset management businesses with our Swiss operations to deliver superior financial solutions and manage CHF 2.2 trillion in invested
assets.
In Australasia, UBS has operated in the financial market for over 70 years, having grown from a private stockbroking business to a leading financial services firm with offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Auckland. Today, UBS provides comprehensive investment banking, asset and wealth management services by combining local insight and credentials with the firm‘s global franchise.
UBS has been voted Best Investment Bank for 2010 in a range of highly recognised industry awards including
Asia Money, The Asset, CFO Magazine, East Coles Survey, FinanceAsia, Global Finance and Insto Magazine.
The Greenwich Survey also recognized the strength of the bank‘s equities business, winning in Equity Sales, Research, Sales Trading, Equity Capital Markets and Derivatives. UBS was also highly ranked in the SMH East
Coles Research Survey winning best Overall Broker, Best Research, Derivatives, Equity Capital Markets & Dealing.
As a global business, we offer a world of opportunities for you to develop your talent. As well as gaining hands-on
experience as part of a smart, driven team, you‘ll benefit from continued education so you can shape the kind of
career you‘re looking for. Whether it‘s acquiring the technical knowledge to create the products of the future or
developing the skills to be one of our leaders of tomorrow, you‘ll always be encouraged to make the most of your
talents.
You‘ll also discover that what really sets us apart from other financial firms is the way we do business. We believe
that we‘re only as successful as our relationships – both with our clients and with each other. This approach
makes our people great to work with and our firm the choice of clients the world over.
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR
UBS recruits interns and graduates from all academic backgrounds – the humanities and sciences, as well as
economics and finance. For UBS, degree subject is less important than a graduate‘s ability to prove they can analyse problems, plan ahead, make decisions, demonstrate sound judgement, and communicate with others. The
other qualities UBS seeks in graduates are ambition, integrity, a commitment to accuracy, and a desire to work as
part of a friendly but driven team.
GRADUATE TRAINING PROGRAM
The UBS Graduate Program is a learning journey. All graduates from across UBS‘s businesses and throughout
the firm have a common mission to build business specific proficiencies and firm-wide knowledge. UBS graduates enter intensive, industry-leading training programs at the start of their careers with the firm lasting from 18 –
24 months. These programs provide various cross-divisional and specialist perspectives. They focus on specific
business skills as well as personal development. This program positions graduates for a successful career at
UBS and prepares them for many more learning opportunities ahead.
SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Our 9 week structured summer internship program runs from December to February each year. Our interns work
alongside some of the brightest and best people, learning about our organization, a specific business division, our
clients and the products and services we offer. Throughout the internship, events are run to ensure the experience is packed with learning, training and networking opportunities. The internship is aimed to give students a
broad experience that will allow them to demonstrate their skills, learn about the UBS culture, and most importantly explore a potential career.

All applications must be submitted online, please see close dates below:
2012 Sydney & Melbourne graduate program:
5:00 p.m. (AEST) Friday, April 1, 2011
2011-12 Melbourne IBD summer internship program:
5:00 p.m. (AEST) Friday, July 15, 2011
To apply, please visit our website www.ubs.com/graduates
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Live. Learn. Discover. Achieve
Every day, in Australia and around the world, our people play a vital role in helping organisations to cut through
complexity and grasp opportunities.
Who we are
KPMG is one of the world's largest professional services firms, with around 135,000 people in over 140 countries.
In Australia, we operate across 13 offices with around 4800 people, including over 350 partners.
So what really makes us different? What sets KPMG apart is that our biggest fans are our people. Our people are
the first to tell you about our open, friendly and supportive culture.
You'll find we offer generous benefits, exceptional career development prospects and industry-leading personal
and professional learning programs. You'll enjoy international opportunities and work with some of Australia's most
successful and innovative companies and public sector entities.
What we are looking for
At KPMG we're open to all bright minds and by embracing difference we attract the right personalities - team players and forward thinkers who value honest and open communication.
We attract people who are passionate, demonstrate professional diligence and integrity and who empathise with
their colleagues, clients and fellow citizens. If this sounds like you and you want to make a real contribution, look
at the exciting career opportunities at KPMG.
We have opportunities available in our Brisbane and Gold Coast offices in our:
2012 Graduate Program and 2011/2012 Summer Vacation Program as follows:
Gold Coast:
Private Enterprise (Audit or Tax & Accounting)
Brisbane:
Tax,
Audit,
Private Enterprise (Audit or Tax & Accounting),
Internal Audit, Risk & Control Services,
IT Advisory,
Business Performance Services,
Corporate Finance.
Health and Human Services

How to apply
To find out more about the opportunities available at KPMG and to apply, please visit the Join us section at
kpmg.com.au. Applications will close on Wednesday 30 March 2011 at 5pm. Our selection process starts
as soon as applications are submitted and will continue until we have recruited for all positions so you
should apply straight away to ensure the best chances of success.
For more information contact – Marcia Watters, PPC Coordinator, ph (07) 3233 9329
kpmg.com.au
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The Macquarie Group is a global provider of banking,
financial, advisory, investment and funds management
services. Macquarie is headquartered in Sydney, Australia and maintains a significant presence in the Asia
Pacific Region, the Americas, Europe, Africa and the
Middle East. We operate in more than 70 office locations in 28 countries and employ more than 13,500 people.
Why Macquarie?
The diversity of our business and our commitment to
managing career development ensures that the people
we recruit have the ability to find their niche and excel in
a challenging environment. At Macquarie, we offer real
responsibility from day one, giving you the expo- sure
and freedom to determine your own career path.
What we offer:
A career at Macquarie is an opportunity to learn and
develop. Graduate opportunities exist for a broad range
of roles across our business groups. Underpinning our
reputation as a market leader in a broad spectrum of
financial and investment markets is the quality of our
people.
The Macquarie 2012 Graduate program:
Working with some of the best people in the industry,
our Graduate Program enables you to join a specific
group and participate in a structured induction and networking program during your first 12 months with Macquarie.
The Macquarie Summer Vacation Program:
The Summer Vacation Program provides an opportunity
for students typically in their penultimate year of study
to work full-time over the summer break.
Key Information Graduate Application Closing
Dates:
2012 Graduate Program: 1 April 2011, 5pm (EST)
2011/2012 Australian Summer Vacation Program:
Applications will open around May/June 2011.
Method of Application: apply via
www.macquarie.com.au/careers

Morgan Stanley is a global financial services firm that
maintains significant market positions in each of its business segments — Institutional Securities, Morgan Stanley Smith Barney and Asset Management. The Company, through its subsidiaries and affiliates, provides its
products and services to a large and diversified group of
clients and customers, including corporations, governments, financial institutions and individuals. A summary
of the activities of each of the segments follows:
Institutional Securities includes capital raising; financial
advisory services, including advice on mergers and acquisitions, restructurings, real estate and project finance;
corporate lending; sales, trading, financing and marketmaking activities in equity securities and related products
and fixed income securities and related products, including foreign exchange and commodities; benchmark indices and risk management analytics; research; and investment activities.
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney provides brokerage and
investment advisory services covering various investment
alternatives; financial and wealth planning services; annuity and insurance products; credit and other lending
products; banking and cash management and credit solutions; retirement services; and trust and fiduciary services.
Asset Management provides global asset management
products and services in equity, fixed income and alternative investment products to institutional and retail clients through proprietary and third-party retail distribution
channels, intermediaries and the Company's institutional
distribution channel. Asset Management also engages in
investment activities.
To discover more about our Institutional Securities 2012
Graduate and 2011/ 2012 Summer Internship opportunities, please visit our website http://
www.morganstanley.com/careers/recruiting. Applications
will only be accepted via our website.
Application Deadlines: Graduate opportunities - 1
April 2011, Summer Internship opportunities: 5 August 2011.

Key Information

Key Information

Graduate Application Closing Dates:
2012 Graduate Program: 1 April 2011, 5pm (EST)

Application Deadlines:
Graduate opportunities - 1 April 2011, Summer
Internship opportunities: 5 August 2011.

2011/2012 Australian Summer Vacation Program:
Applications will open around May/June 2011.
Method of Application: apply via
www.macquarie.com.au/careers
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Goldman Sachs
About us
Goldman Sachs in Australasia is a leading corporate advisory, securities and investment management firm that
provides a wide range of financial services to a substantial and diversified client base. Our clients include corporations, financial institutions, governments and high-net-worth individuals throughout Australasia and as part of the
Goldman Sachs global network, we provide advice and expertise that extends to financial markets around the
world.
Through its Corporate Advisory division, Goldman Sachs is a leading provider of specialist corporate investment,
advisory and financial services. Goldman Sachs is well known for leading many significant and complex capital
raisings. The firm‘s extensive experience and skill in key services, such as investment banking, mergers and acquisitions and initial public offerings, enable Goldman Sachs to provide strategic advice and creative financial solutions to governments, corporations and institutions. A specialised and dedicated corporate finance team ensures
clients receive a high level of quality and integrity in developing and executing their transactions.
The Securities division services a broad array of clients, such as corporations, institutional firms, and investment
funds, through the market making in, trading of and investing in fixed income, currency, commodities, derivatives
and equity products. We are a client-driven business and offer global expertise across this wide range of products. The Securities division also works closely with the corporate finance team to support our underwriting business by providing secondary market liquidity.
Goldman Sachs has an uncompromising commitment to quality Investment Research which is the foundation of
the firm‘s investment philosophy. Our Analysts provide research and analysis of companies, markets and economies that enable the firm to engage with clients in a meaningful way. International recognition and consistently
high rankings by global investment institutions attest to the quality of Goldman Sachs‘ investment research.
Goldman Sachs Asset Management is a specialist provider of investment management products and services.
Our client base includes some of the industry‘s largest corporate superannuation funds, wholesale platforms and
dealer groups, as well as a large pool of retail clients investing directly or via a financial adviser. The Asset Management business offers a comprehensive range of active domestic and international portfolios, as well as cash
funds and alternative assets.
Federation is the largest division in the firm and incorporates the functions that provide critical solutions and services to facilitate the effective running of all of our businesses. Federation‘s responsibilities extend to include Information Technology, Risk, Finance, Operations, Human Capital Management, Legal and Compliance, Brand Marketing, Corporate Sponsorships and Community Relations.

Continued over page
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Values & Business Principles
An integral part of the firm is our values-based culture. People enjoy working at Goldman Sachs because of our clientfirst ethos and one team approach. The Goldman Sachs business principles reflect a set of ethics that are ingrained in
our firm's character. Our business principles reinforce our belief in 'client first' in all we do, and serve to guide our people in their daily interactions with clients and each other.

Opportunities
The Goldman Sachs culture sets it apart from other firms, and is founded on bringing together talented and diverse
people who share the organisation‘s values of integrity, teamwork, creativity and professional excellence.
Goldman Sachs is committed to the growth and development of our people. By attending programs, courses and
events, as a new analyst, you will develop your understanding of the firm, our businesses and culture. You have unlimited access to our extensive range of learning offerings and gain the skills and knowledge necessary to support our
businesses and to make you successful. You quickly become an integral member of the team with your own responsibilities. Regardless of which area or business you join, you interface directly with internal and external clients, side by
side with the experts in our firm.

Graduate program
Our graduate program is designed for candidates who are in their final year of study for a university degree.
Applications for our 2012 Graduate program close 5.00pm 1 April 2011

Summer internship program
Our summer internship program is designed for candidates who are in their penultimate year of study for a university
degree. The program offers you the opportunity to work at Goldman Sachs for 11 weeks, taking on real responsibilities
and experiencing first hand the opportunities and challenges of being a full-time team member at a global financial services firm.
Summer internship and graduate positions are offered across our Melbourne, Sydney and Auckland offices, depending
on the division you are interested in. You will work alongside a team of intelligent and motivated professionals who are
leaders in their field, working at the forefront of the global financial services industry.
Applications for our 2011/2012 Melbourne Corporate Advisory Summer internship program close 5.00pm 15 July 2011
Applications for our 2011/2012 Firmwide Sydney* & Melbourne Summer internship program close 5.00pm 5 August
2011
*includes Corporate Advisory Sydney
When we review applications, we look for creative, team-oriented candidates who will bring intensity and integrity, intellectual curiosity and leadership potential to our team.
You can find out more about Goldman Sachs at our website www.gs.com.au.
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About Optiver
Optiver is a leading, independent, global market-making group. We are the principal investor, we don‗t have any clients and our job is to provide derivative prices to the international markets. We have offices in Amsterdam, Chicago,
Hong Kong, Sydney and Taipei, and on top of that, we have plans to enter the emerging markets. We started in 1986
in Amsterdam with just a few people, and now our team is more than 600-strong across the globe.
About us:
So, what‗s different about Optiver, you ask? We think it‗s our company culture and our people. Ours is an exciting,
adrenaline-fuelled environment where people are encouraged to have fun. We offer work that will challenge you intellectually, every day, plus we keep things real. Finally, we value our employees, and have structures in place that will
give you the support you need to build and develop the career you always wanted
At Optiver, we‗re not about suits, we‗re not about ties, and we‗re not about red tape. In other words, we don‗t sweat
the small stuff. What we want is results! At the same time, we also want you to have a life, and only work when the
market is open in the Asia Pacific region.
Who are we looking for
We comb the globe for self – motivated and ambitious people who will thrive in our environment. If you want success
– real success – where you‗re challenged, rewarded, mentored and developed then you should work with us.
Traders
You will need to be a penultimate, final/honours year student or recent graduate with a distinction average in one of
the trading disciplines listed below. Outstanding numerical skills, a passion for finance and the markets, and a competitive streak are also required.
Developers and Application Engineers
The ideal candidate for our graduate developer or graduate application engineer roles is a penultimate, final/honours
year student or recent graduate with a distinction average in one of the IT disciplines listed below. A creative spirit
and a passion for finding clever solutions are a must.
Disciplines Trading – Finance, Economics, Commerce, Maths, Physics, Electrical/ Mechanical/Mechatronic Engineering, Statistics, Computer Science and Actuarial Studies
IT – Computer Science, Computing, Information Systems and Software Engineering.

Application procedure
Submit your cover letter, resume, and a copy of your academic transcript at www.optiver.com.au.
Eligibility: Only Australian Citizens and Permanent Residents are eligible to apply.
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PricewaterhouseCoopers provides industry-focused assurance, tax, advisory and private client services to build public
trust and enhance value for our clients and their stakeholders. More than 163,000 people in 151 countries across our
network share their thinking, experience and solutions to develop fresh perspectives and practical advice.
The diversity of our clients‘ needs provides opportunities to work on projects which are challenging and exciting. You can
expect to work with some of the FTSE 100 and Fortune 500 and many of the top ASX listed companies.
PwC is brimming with energetic and inspirational people from all backgrounds – arts, business, economics, engineering,
finance, health, law – who seek to grow an enduring career.
To help our people build stronger relationships within their teams and with clients, we have focused in recent years on
building our coaching capability. Each person at PwC is assigned a coach who is responsible for helping foster their
professional development. A network of skilled coaching champions supports and models our relationship-building and
conversation-based approach, ensuring every discussion is seen as an opportunity for both parties to learn, challenge,
reframe and innovate. Our focus is on the whole person, not just their technical expertise, therefore we provide a diverse
range of opportunities to support our people in reaching both their personal and professional potential,
At PwC, we‘re committed to achieving a truly diverse and inclusive organisation, reflective of the community in which we
live. We know that six people with different ideas are more valuable than 60 people who all think the same.
We therefore seek individuals who:
1.
2.
3.

Seek to build relationships through networking and collaboration
Have a commercial focus that will help us build the business; and
Are agile to take on new opportunities such as working across teams,
industry sectors and different PwC or client offices.

Visit our website for more information:
www.pwc.com.au/careers

Application opening and closing dates
Graduate:
Applications open 17th February 2010
Vacation:
Applications open 17th February 2010
Important to Note: Applications for our Graduate and Summer Vacation programs will close as soon as all positions are filled, so it is more important than ever to apply early! We will start interviewing candidates for the vacancies soon as applications open, so please submit your application early to save disappointment.
Further contact details
Contact:
Greta McCloy
Email:
brisbanecampusrecruitment@au.pwc.com
Phone:
1800 175 599
Online:
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Start to become
You‘re looking for that one, rare opportunity to be part of a challenging, exciting and supportive environment. To join
the global leader that will recognise, reward and develop your unique abilities.
Whether your future lies in Assurance, Tax, Transactions or Advisory, you‘ll be in good company at Ernst & Young.
With 141,000 other people on paths to success, you can thrive and develop into a trusted and successful business
professional.
With some of the largest clients and most interesting projects, both locally and globally, our dedication to development will ensure you can master your professional progress in our entrepreneurial, friendly and supportive environment.
Ways to become
Whatever you‘re studying and wherever your aspirations lie, you‘re focused on future success. You‘re ambitious and
ready to put your talent to good use. Which path will you take to achieve your goals?
You‘ve studied hard and you want to put your knowledge and skills to the test.
Our Graduate Program is that opportunity for final year students. Support, training, responsibility and exposure to a
wide-range of clients and service lines. Collaborating with specialists, learning from mentors and the ability to study
for postgraduate qualifications. There‘s no limit to where your drive can take you.
How do you know the journey you want to take? Join our Vacationer Program when you are in your penultimate
year, and you‘ll soon find out what you‘re capable of. Already know where you want to be? Complete the program
and you could have a full-time position when your studies finish.
Need some direction? Our Cadet Program offers you the chance to join Ernst & Young and get ahead, before
you‘ve completed your degree. As a cadet, we‘ll provide you with client work, skills development, training and professional experiences. Not only do you learn about our organisation, you get to apply that knowledge. Apply if you are
in your first or second year of study.
You are:
Committed, talented, curious, energetic, inquisitive and ready to become a successful business professional.
We‘re looking for talented students from a range of disciplines, including: accounting, business, commerce, economics, engineering, finance, information systems/technology, law, and science.
If you‘re an international accounting student, you can join us as a vacationer, as a graduate or through attending our
Career Compass Program, as long as you meet the eligibility criteria found on ey.com/au/careers
Start your career with the firm voted Accounting Firm of the Year, CFO Awards 2010 and 2009.

Key information
How to apply
Apply online at www.ey.com/au/careers
For more information
Find us on Facebook® www.facebook.com/eycareers
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‘I could only have done it at Deloitte’.
When we hear this it means we‘re inspiring our people to achieve their potential. So how do we do this?
Our seven Signals, our innovation, and our commitment to a diverse and collaborative culture set us apart.
You‘ll be joining a firm with a relentless drive and passion for world class client service and a sense of shared
responsibility for our place in our local communities.
What we do
Globally, Deloitte is the largest private professional services organisation, with over 170,000 people, and generating revenue of more than $US27 billion in nearly 140 countries.
Specialists in advisory, audit, tax and consulting, our 5,000+ team of professionals provide services to 85 of
the top 100 of Australia‘s largest publicly owned companies, family and private businesses, and all three tiers
of government.
BRW best companies to work for 2010. Deloitte is listed as one of Australia’s top 20 places to work.
EOWA, Employer of Choice for Women, 2010. Ninth year in a row.
Employer with the Best Opportunities for Graduates 2010, Australian Association of Graduate Employers.
Top Accountancy Graduate Employer 2010, Australian Association of Graduate Employers.
Our Summer Vacation Program
The Deloitte Summer Vacation program is your opportunity to gain practical and paid work experience at
Deloitte before embarking on your final year of study.
Spend four to eight weeks from November to February gaining exposure to client work, our award-winning
learning and development programs, and social events, with the prospect of securing a Graduate position with
the firm. If you‘re in your penultimate year at university you are eligible to apply.
Our Graduate Program
Join Deloitte in early 2012 as a Graduate for a career that will stimulate, reward and motivate you like no other. Surrounded by a large peer group, you‘ll be supported by a dedicated mentor and counselling team who
will work with you to build your technical and business skills. From the outset, you will be working with a range
of clients and gaining exposure to a variety of industries.

Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/DeloitteAustralia
youtube.com/DeloitteAustralia

@Green_Dot

graduates.deloitte.com.au
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A CAREER THAT’S OUTSIDE THE BOX
BDO can help you create an accounting career outside of the box, where you will become not only a great accountant but also the person clients turn to for advice they can rely on.
At BDO you have the flexibility to learn and grow into the areas most suited to you and because people don‗t always make the right choices the first time round, we give you ongoing support long past the completion of your
relevant post- graduate studies. We provide you with the room you need to grow personally and professionally, but
most of all, we make sure that you don‗t compromise the individual you are in order to have an awesome career.
Just as our clients‗ distinctively different needs drive our relationship approach; your distinctively different needs
are what drive our approach to your career. At BDO, you don‗t have to stop being who you are to succeed.
Your success
Want a supportive and encouraging environment that provides real opportunities to develop your expertise?
We offer training and development to enhance your technical abilities and build your consulting, leadership and
management skills. We support you through completing your CA or CPA with additional workshop programs, mock
exams, coaching and guidance, study leave and financial support for course fees.
Our international network provides exceptional opportunities to travel, work, learn and play with secondments to
one of our more than 1000 offices around the world.
Career progression
While you may begin your career with BDO in one of our core service offerings, our diverse range of clients and
sectors in which we operate in means that while you get a broad base of experience from which to begin your career and you also have the opportunity to become a specialist in a particular area. The choice is yours. We give
you the flexibility to grow and develop into an adviser valued by us and your clients.
Lifestyle
We welcome your individuality, your ideas, your passion and your drive. We know you want to succeed but we
under- stand that balance is critical. To make sure you continue to enjoy what you love doing while launching
into your career, we offer you a number of initiatives ranging from flexible working options through to health
programs that foster healthy bodies and healthy minds.
Programs
BDO Offers both Graduate and Vacation Programs for tertiary students.

KEY INFORMATION
Further Information
To learn more about your BDO of the box careers, visit www.bdo.com.au/grads. Positions available
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne.
How to Apply
Please refer to our website: www.bdo.com.au/careers.
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Banking Profiles
Westpac
Suncorp
St George
Commonwealth Bank
ANZ
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The best thing about being a Westpac Graduate is not actually being treated like one. From your first day your opinion
is welcomed, you‟re given real jobs, competitive salaries and a healthy work-life balance, as well as all the support you
need to kick-start the career you want.
Who we are
Westpac was not just Australia‗s first bank, we were Australia‗s first company, founded in 1817 as ̳the people‗s bank‗,
for the people of a new nation. For almost 200 years, we‗ve been at the heart of the Australian and New Zealand communities. Today, our operations span the full spectrum of financial services, from high street banking to some of the
biggest institutional deals in the world.
Who we’re looking for
Quite simply, we‗re after thinkers and doers. People who are keen to get stuck in and work within a diverse team. People with a positive outlook, great communication skills and confidence in themselves. It‗ll also help to a have a little bit
of fearlessness, an interest in financial services and of course great grades.
Our graduate programs
Our Graduate Programs offer talented graduates the opportunity to fast track their career in a fun, social and supportive
environment. Opportunities abound across over ten areas of Westpac and mean the choice of career stream and ultimate future career progression lies in your hands. If you want to demonstrate your excellent leadership skills, Westpac
is the place for you. In all cases you will learn the ropes with the support of our expert business leaders.
Training opportunities
All grads participate in a program specific training curriculum that has been tailored to help you develop necessary professional and technical skills for success within Westpac. You also gain valuable experience as you rotate across different areas developing important connections and networks along the way.
Degree Disciplines
Westpac recruits from a wide range of degree disciplines. These include, but are not limited to;
• Finance • Economics • Mathematics • Actuarial Studies • Human Resources Management
• Commerce • Law • • Engineering • Information Technology • Accountancy • Business and Information Technology and
Computer Science
You won’t stand still at Westpac. We’ll do what we can to help you achieve your long and short-term career
goals

How to apply
Apply online at westpac.com.au/graduates. Applications for our 2011 Graduate Program will open 22 February
2011 and close midnight 1 April 2011. You‗ll need to have Australian or New Zealand citizenship or permanent
residency to apply.
Go to westpac.com.au/graduates for more info.
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Accelerate your success
The St.George Graduate Program is designed to get you off to a flying start. You‗ll find yourself working with all
types of people, including our customers. You‗ll build your core skills. Then, you‗ll expand your capabilities with the
help, mentoring and advice of senior management.
Learn new skills
During the initial stages of your development with St.George, you will participate in an intensive development program referred to as the Graduate Capability Development Program. It is during this time that you will build the core
profession- al and technical skills that will form the foundation of your whole career in banking and finance. You will
also gain valuable experience as you are rotated across different areas, developing the all important networks and
connections as you do so.
You will also participate in training courses such as negotiation skills, building and maintaining networks, influencing
people and interview skills. Throughout the program you will get back together with other graduates for training sessions and development activities, as well as gain the opportunity to forge relationships and gain a network across the
business.
Enjoy a balanced life
At St.George we recognise that even the most ambitious graduate needs to have a life outside work. As well as making a difference in your role you can also enjoy benefits such as career breaks, ability to purchase extra leave, volunteer leave, interest free loans for environmentally friendly products, health and wellbeing discounts and more. We
can even structure your salary so that you can work for four years and take the fifth year off, with an income, so that
you can trav- el or study, for example. It‗s not just the career opportunities; it‗s the benefits and the whole package.
Our Program
The Graduate Program is split into three elements. The first is rotations through different areas of the business,
which will not only give you greater exposure to St.George but also enhance your understanding of how each area
contributes to the business. The second element is a specific learning and development program, targeted at building your knowledge, skills and understanding of how St.George operates. The final element is Graduate group opportunities. This element has been designed to support you in building networks and business connections throughout St.George. At the beginning of the program there will be customised orientation learning and development activities, which will fast track your integration into the corporate environment.

How to apply
Apply online at www.stgeorge.com.au/careers.
Applications for our 2012 Graduate Program will close midnight, 1 April 2010. You‗ll need to have Australian or
New Zealand citizenship or permanent residency to apply. Go to www.stgeorge.com.au/careers for more info.
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About Us
When it comes to your career, who you choose for your first gig is everything. That‘s why ANZ want to give
you the facts about our graduate program and help you make the right decision.
We‘re a bank that‘s focused on people. With a supportive environment for all our employees, we thrive on a
culture where performance is rewarded and where everyone has the opportunity to learn and develop.
Our Vision
At ANZ we are in an exciting period as we work towards becoming a super regional bank. We are widening
our presence in Asia and leveraging off our strong foundations in Australia and New Zealand, to become the
growth bank in the growth region. As a result, there are greater development opportunities for our employees
than ever before. As a graduate you‘ll be a key part of this journey with real responsibility, involvement on real
projects, and the power to deliver real results.
A career with ANZ is more rewarding than you ever thought possible.
What we offer
Tailored training and development
Challenging roles
Attractive remuneration and rewards
Extensive support
Outstanding career opportunities
Our Graduate Program
Individually tailored and professionally designed to give you the best start to your career, our Graduate Program includes:
18-month development program
Rotations providing breadth of experience
In-depth orientation and business specific induction
Opportunity to meet with CEO, Mike Smith
Technical training
Nominated ‗buddy‘ to help navigate the program
A coach for support, guidance and advice
Work on a real business project with senior management stakeholders
Social internal graduate network
Seeking...
Graduates who are driven to perform and achieve excellence. We look for people who find creative solutions,
work collaboratively, are accountable and deliver for our customers.
Degrees/disciplines
Regardless of the degree you have attained, our online ‗Career Finder‗ will work with you to find a role that
utilises your skills.
How to apply: Online at: www.anz.com/graduates. Refer to our website for application dates.
Eligibility: You will be a citizen of, or have permanent residency in, Australia or New Zealand. International
students meeting particular criteria are also eligible to apply. Refer to our website for eligibility criteria for
international students.
Position locations: We will be offering roles across Australia and New Zealand.
Further information: www.anz.com/graduates.
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Consulting Profiles
Frontier Economics
Economic Associates
McKinsey & Company
Bain & Company
AECgroup
Synergies Economic Consulting
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Economic Associates Company Overview
Economic Associates is a Brisbane based economics consulting practice established in
1998 to provide services to the public and private sectors.
Our key practice areas include:
Commercial analysis including property studies, market feasibility and financial modelling;
Land use and property economics, including economic need and impact assessments of
retail, commercial office, industrial land and community facilities;
Project and policy evaluation covering roads and transport, health and safety, heavy vehicle
regulation and public infrastructure, and environmental legislation; and
Economic development including appraisals for developing country projects, and preparation
of strategies for regional and industry development in Australia.
Since its establishment in 1998, Economic Associates has gained extensive experience in
the provision of all levels of governments, non-government organisations and the private
sector throughout Australia. Economic Associates maintains an infrastructure evaluation
practice covering roads, public transport, rail, aviation, pipeline, and port projects.
Economic Associates provides extensive advice in relation to economic planning and regional development, including preparation of major centres‘ studies and enterprise area analyses
across the retail, commercial office, industrial, residential and community facilities sectors.
Economic Associates competitive advantage is its unique understanding the dynamics of
each of these market segments and their interactions with other land uses and the transport
network.
Economic Associates‘ philosophy is to provide clients with a personalised, high standard of
professional service, which is on-time and on-budget.
Employment enquiries are accepted all year.
Email: mail@econ.com.au
Phone: 07 3839 1011
Fax: 07 3839 1022

Key information
Employment enquiries are accepted all year.
Email: mail@econ.com.au
Phone: 07 3839 1011
Fax: 07 3839 1022
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We are looking for bright, creative women and
men, of exceptional intellectual ability and
character, to join our consulting team as Business Analysts for 2012. We offer one of the
most attractive opportunities in Australia for
new graduates. We give you incomparable
work experience, cutting-edge training and
exposure to many industries around the
world.
McKinsey & Company is the world‘s most
influential management consulting firm. We
serve private companies and public sector
institutions from more than 95 offices in over
50 countries. In a career with McKinsey, you
will build unparalleled expertise, work with
leading corporations around the world, and
have real impact.
We are seeking final year undergraduate students, preferably those pursuing Honours,
Masters and/or Combined Degrees within the
disciplines of Commerce/Business/
Economics, Engineering, Law, Science, and
Arts.

Our business is making companies more valuable.
Today, we are one of the world‘s leading strategy
consulting firms with 4,800 individuals from varied
backgrounds in 42 offices around the globe. We
offer practical business experience, not textbook
theory.
Our people work in every industry sector with a
variety of clients, from leading global corporations
to high-growth start-ups. You‘ll help management
make the big decisions that transform the company‘s future. We are passionate about delivering
results. We are passionate about developing our
people.
Bain & Company seeks to employ strong performing graduates who:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have a proven ability to think logically and
solve complex business problems;
Exhibit pragmatism and common sense;
Are collaborative team players;
Have strong interpersonal and communication skills; Are resourceful and creative;
Can commit and are highly self motivated; and
Exude energy and enthusiasm.

Graduate recruitment:
Associate Consultant positions are available each year,
across all disciplines. There are generally two commencement dates, September and February.

Key information

Key Information

For more information on Mckinsey visit

For further information on Bain and Company visit
www.bain.com

www.mckinsey.com/careers
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The AECgroup is an unlisted public company that is fully owned by its employees and has been operating in Australia, New Zealand, Asia and the Pacific since 1999 (and before that as Australian Economic Consultants Pty Ltd
since 1992). During this time we have evolved into a company that is built around information and the provision of
solutions.
AECgroup offers an extensive range of services to both public and private sector clients, providing them with an
integrated approach that blends information access, analysis, technology and evaluation. Its expertise extends to
the following divisions:
Economics, Planning & Development
Business Strategy & Finance
Community Research & Strategy
Design, Marketing & Advertising
Information & Knowledge Management
Access to these professional level skill sets enables the AECgroup to provide quality consulting for real solutions in
the marketplace.
What Makes Us Different?
When you scratch below the surface it becomes immediately apparent that we are different from other consulting
companies. We are passionate about our projects. In many cases we are involved from the initial idea right through
to project delivery and operation.
We want to make a difference for our clients and have a sense of ownership over the outcomes delivered. We have
strong business acumen that has been developed from our own investments in the manufacturing, hospitality, agricultural, construction and property sectors.
We offer a seamless transition between divisions where fully integrated solutions are developed and implemented.
We provide single-point accountability through a single project manager who co-ordinates, and has responsibility
for, the tasks required from our entire suite of services.
Careers
AECgroup can offer outstanding people a rich and rewarding career as a consultant. We provide our professionals
with formal and on-the-job training and a system of regular monitoring and performance appraisal ensures ongoing
professional development. This approach complements our company values:







We have a passion for our work and our clients‘ success
We value our people
We are accountable
We act with integrity and show respect
We value learning

Further information:
Specific vacancies that we have available are on our website at http://www.aecgroupltd.com/default.asp?
action=careers.
Additionally, we are always on the lookout for students who are seeking work experience opportunities and for economists with 2+ years of consulting experience. If interested please contact Sally Freedman on 07 3831 0577 or email
sally@aecgroupltd.com
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Synergies Economic Consulting Pty Ltd was established in 2004. In that short time it has established a strong
client base with clients comprising regulators, government agencies, industry associations, infrastructure
owners and users and legal firms.
Synergies offers a broad range of economic and finance advisory services. These services encompass microeconomic analysis and modelling, regulatory and competition issues, cost benefit and financial analysis,
business case development and public policy.
Synergies has a genuine commitment to providing rigorous expert advice to a growing and diverse client
base in business and government. Through intensive client engagement, we seek to fully understand the
needs of our clients. We deliver services that focus clearly on their individual circumstances and needs, while
drawing on the extensive industry, regulatory and public sector expertise of the Synergies team.
Our priority is to consistently deliver advice of a high standard for our clients in order to create value for their
operations while establishing long term business relationships built on trust and integrity.
Synergies‘ main strength is its people. We have an impressive team of people, each with highly accomplished
careers in their own right. One of Synergies main competitive strengths is the proven ability to combine individuals‘ strengths into even more effective teams.
The depth of Synergies‘ skill base, and the quality of our work, is evidenced by the broad range of industries
and issues on which we have consulted:










electricity generation, transmission, distribution and retail;
water storage, distribution and retail;
rail infrastructure provision and rail haulage;
road freight and passenger transport;
ports and port handling operations;
telecommunications;
gas distribution;
mining; and government.

Further information:
For further information on Synergies Economic Consulting visit www.synergies.com.au
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Government Profiles
Hong Kong Economic & Trade Office
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Australian Bureau of Agricultural & Resource Economics & Science
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries & Forestry
The Treasury Australian Government
Queensland Government Treasury
Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade
Australian Securities & Investments Commission
Australian Taxation Office
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science & Research
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
Reserve Bank of Australia
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About the ABS
As Australia‘s national statistical agency, the ABS provides statistics on a wide range of economic, social and environmental matters, covering government, business and the community. The ABS also has an important coordination function with respect to the statistical activities of other official bodies, both in Australia and overseas.
Roles for Analysts
The ABS is seeking expressions of interest for advanced analysts who have high level mathematical, statistical
and/or econometric capabilities with proven experience. If you enjoy and have an excellent ability to undertake
modelling, working on statistical methodologies, or dealing with complex research and analysis questions, we would
like to hear from you. Good communication skills (eg, in producing analytical papers etc) are also sought.
If interested, please visit our website to apply to our Temporary Register or to check out other Analyst opportunities. www.abs.gov.au
ABS Graduate Program
The ABS Graduate Development Program offers the opportunity to work in one of a number of business areas within the ABS, including economic statistics, social and labour statistics, methodology, technology services, client services, and corporate services. We are looking for a wide range of skills, knowledge, and abilities from a range of
academic backgrounds, including IT, economics, the humanities, finance, mathematics, and statistics.
We offer a challenging career path, and are looking for graduates who will thrive on the opportunity to contribute to
high profile issues that face contemporary Australia.
Applications for the 2011 ABS Graduate Development Program open on 25 February and close on the 16 April
2010 and must be submitted online via the ABS website at www.abs.gov.au/careers.
ABS Cadetship Program
The ABS is seeking applications for the ABS Cadetship Program from exceptional students who are currently completing the final year of their bachelor degree and intend to pursue a further year of study at the Honours level. As a
large national organisation, and one of the largest groups of mathematical statisticians and economic analysts within Australia, we are able to offer a diverse and challenging range of career paths and opportunities. The ABS also
offers you a supportive work environment with attractive conditions.
While continuing to earn your degree, you will be paid a salary, receive a text book allowance and have your student and HECS fees fully paid. Before you commence your honours year of study, you will be involved in a four
week paid work experience program. Most importantly, after graduation, you will start your career with the ABS by
joining the Graduate Program within the Methodology and Data Management Division in Canberra.
Applications for the ABS Cadetship Program close on the 16 April 2010 and must be submitted online via the ABS
website at www.abs.gov.au/careers.

Further information
For further information about the ABS Graduate, Cadetship and Vacation Programs, as well as our application process,
please visit www.abs.gov.au/careers, email recruitment@abs.gov.au or call our toll-free number 1800 675 125
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Our profile
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES) is a world class research provider, with expertise in the agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and resources sectors. The bureau provides professionally independent research, analysis and forecasts to inform decision-makers on current and
future policy challenges affecting Australia‘s primary industries.
Our guiding principles
The bureau is underpinned by principles that guide its people, products and operations. These are:





excellence
innovation and creativity
promoting the value of good science and economics, and making information accessible and understandable.

Our graduates
The bureau offers capabilities in multi-disciplinary research analysis, spanning economic, biophysical science
and social science fields. We are seeking graduates with economic and science (including social science)
qualifications (or related), to take part in the 2012 Graduate Program.
Our highly skilled graduates will gain invaluable experience working in an integrated research environment,
under the guidance of experienced leaders. Graduates will participate in the planning and delivery of research, the preparation of briefings and research publications, and the development of models and economic
forecasts. They will also have the flexibility to move between various research areas.
The program is delivered over 12 months, and will equip graduates with skills, knowledge and experience
they will use throughout their career. The program offers exciting development opportunities, and exposure to
the workings of government, and a professional research bureau. Graduates have access to flexible remuneration, working conditions and broad social networks.
Degrees / disciplines
Including but not limited to: Agriculture, rural studies, economics, economic modelling and econometrics, agricultural economics, statistics, science, environmental science, agronomy, plant science, ecology, fisheries
and marine science, biology, social science, sociology, anthropology, forestry, geospatial (including GIS),
engineering, geography.

Further Information
Application details can be found at http://www.abares.gov.au/careers/graduate_program
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Department profile: From drought assistance and animal welfare, to border security and international trade, advancing the interests of Australia‘s primary industries is a key role of the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry.
The department aims to foster agriculture, fisheries, food and forestry industries that are more competitive, selfreliant and innovative. We strive to ensure natural resources are sustainably managed and accessed. We support
our primary industries with scientific advice and economic research, promote their increased access to markets, and
help protect them from diseases.
Our culture and values: We value diversity, recognising that people of different backgrounds, work styles, cultures,
perceptions, skills and abilities all combine to give the department an advantage in meeting client needs. The key
values we work by are professionalism, integrity, openness, fairness and respect.
What we offer graduates: Graduates with the department enjoy a diverse work program that provides opportunities
for professional and personal development. We offer you:






the opportunity to make a real difference in the management of Australia‘s resources
the opportunity to use your degree in the work you undertake
ongoing development and training opportunities

access to flexible remuneration, working conditions and strong social networks.
Career opportunities with us could include policy and program development; economic and scientific research. We
encourage you to consider the diversity of employment opportunities offered to graduates of the department when
setting out on your career path.
These are exciting and challenging times for Australia‘s agriculture and food sectors. By working with the department
you can address these challenges and help our primary industries become more competitive, profitable and sustainable.
Our Graduate Development Program: The Graduate Development Program is delivered over an 11-month period
and aims to equip you with the skills and knowledge to help you with a rewarding career in the department. Our
graduate program provides challenging opportunities to gain skills and knowledge through three diverse workplace
rotations—formal training and development, a leadership residential, and a comprehensive industry project where
you will liaise with industry representatives. The program fosters leadership and team skills, provides experience in
developing and implementing public policy, and promotes a client oriented ethic.
What we are looking for: To ensure we meet the challenges of developing highly competitive yet sustainable industries, we are seeking graduates with a broad range of skills who can promote the economic and environmental wellbeing of our primary industries. You should have:





highly developed communication skills and team skills
strong conceptual, analytical and research skills
initiative and flexibility.

Through the graduate program, the department offers you a career, not just a job. .
How to apply
Eligibility
Online applications are now being accepted at: www.daff.gov.au/graduate. Australian citizens only
When to apply
Location Canberra
Deadline: Applications for the 2012 program close at AEST 5:00pm, Wednesday 27 April 2011
Further information
Website: www.daff.gov.au/graduate Email: graduate@daff.gov.au Tel: 1800 639 442
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“It has been fascinating to see how dynamic and prominent issues are practically addressed, and I have learned
skills that could never be taught from a textbook.” Alex – Macroeconomic Group Graduate 2009
Treasury has a rich history as the government‘s premier adviser on economic policy and has 950 employees at the
forefront of Australian economic analysis and policy development. By providing advice to the Treasurer and the
Australian Government, Treasury‘s work directly impacts the lives of all Australians.
The diversity of our work is one of our greatest strengths. You could find yourself in a number of roles, from economic forecasting and promoting stable financial systems and markets in Australia, to designing tax legislation or
developing social policies that improve the wellbeing of all Australians. Whatever you do, you will be exposed to
challenging and interesting work where you can use your current skills as well as developing new ones.
For the first 12 months of your career at Treasury you will participate in the Graduate Development Program. The
Program offers a range of development opportunities, and a single placement in your graduate year which means
you will have the opportunity to tackle the most current issues and gain a wealth of training and experience along
the way.
We are seeking between 60 and 65 graduates with a genuine interest in public policy and strong academic results
in one or more of the following areas of study:









Economics or Econometrics;
Law;
Mathematics/Statistics;
Business/Commerce;
Finance/Accounting;
Political Science;
Actuarial Studies; and related disciplines.

How to apply…
Visit www.graduates.treasury.gov.au for more information on the Treasury Graduate Program.
Treasury has opportunities for third and fourth year students to undertake an internship during their semester
break. Please visit http://treasury.gov.au/content/internships.asp for further information.
For further information about the graduate program, or to read testimonials from previous Treasury graduates,
please visit www.graduates.treasury.gov.au or contact our Graduate Coordinator, Rebecca Norton at graduate.recruitment@treasury.gov.au or telephone (02) 6263 3298.
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Queensland Treasury provides economic and financial advice to the Queensland Government, as well as services to the community, to enhance the State's financial position and economic performance.Treasury is one of
the smaller agencies employing 1,100 staff members, primarily based in Brisbane's CBD.
The Queensland Treasury GRADStart Program has been recruiting talented graduates since 1990. In that time
we have recruited over 300 graduates, many of whom are still enjoying a satisfying career in Treasury.
Economics, Mathematics, Finance, Accounting, Law and Business graduates are recruited every year and
placed in a number of diverse roles including Investigation Officers, Treasury Analysts, Economists and Statisticians. Here is what one of our recent economics graduates experienced:
“During my grad year I had the privilege of working in two different teams at the Office of Economics and Statistical Research (OESR). During my short stay at the Microeconomic analysis team, I was involved in estimating
direct impacts of climate change on irrigated agriculture, grazing, and livestock industries for the Garnaut Climate
Change review. Next, as a member of the economic accounts team, I was involved with the compilation
of Queensland State Accounts, and most recently, I have been working on calculating Productivity estimates
for Queensland.”
Rakith – Bachelor of Economics
Not only will you be exposed to different on-the-job experiences (through rotations), you will also be given relevant training and networking opportunities during the 12 month graduate program. After that, your career is secure with permanent employment in Treasury.

Still got a while until you graduate? Our Vacation Employment Program may be the answer. This program is an opportunity for you to see the type of work on offer here at Treasury. The program is run in
both June and December/January of each year with applications opening in May and September.

Eligibility
Applicants for the graduate program must:
Australian citizen or Permanent resident (including New Zealand citizens)
completion of study no more than two years prior to commencement of the program.

All students (including international students) may apply for the Vacation Employment Program.
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Government Profiles

In a complex and dynamic international environment, the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
needs talented and resourceful graduates to develop and implement policies that advance Australia‘s interests, both in Australia and overseas.
Do you want a unique career in the international arena ?
The graduate program allows you to develop and expand your knowledge in a broad range of areas.
The Policy Graduate (PG) Program is for applicants from all academic backgrounds and prepares
successful candidates for a career as a generalist policy officer. Policy Graduates work to advance Australia's interests across a broad range of areas - from security and human rights to international finance and trade policy. PG‘s have the opportunity to represent Australia in a formal
capacity while serving overseas.
The Corporate Graduate (CG) Program is suited to graduates with commerce, human r source management and ICT qualifications and prepares candidates for a career managing the Department's assets, resources and programs. When serving overseas, corporate officers have responsibility for managing the post's administrative processes and providing consular and
passport assistance to Australian citizens.
What programs do we offer?
PG's undertake a two-year professional development program in Canberra, combining work placements with formal training modules, academic ‗gap filling‘ courses and regional travel.
CG's undertake a two-year professional development program in Canberra combining work placements
with formal training modules. The Department covers the costs and study leave for corporate graduates with accounting qualification to study towards a CPA, CA or other appropriate financial management qualification.
What about working overseas?
After completing the training program, graduates commence a placement in Canberra and are eligible
to apply for overseas postings. Overseas roles for policy graduates could include advocating government policy on foreign and trade matters, facilitating high level visits and working to enhance Australia's
image abroad. Corporate staff overseas are financial, human resource and ICT managers. They oversee the physical security of our overseas missions, and provide consular assistance to Australians.

Continued over the page
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Seeking…
Graduates who are:
Talented and highly motivated
Team players, flexible, adaptable and resourceful
Good communicators
Strategic thinkers and practical problem solvers
Sensitive to, and appreciative of, difference and diversity.
**Indigenous Australian are encourage to apply
Degree/disciplines
Bachelor or higher degree in any discipline.
Eligibility
Australian citizenship by 31 May 2011
Position locations
Canberra

Further information
For application details visit website www.dfat.gov.au/jobs/graduates
Or email gradrec@dfat.gov.au
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ASIC is Australia's corporate, markets and financial services regulator. We contribute to Australia's economic reputation and well being by helping to ensure that Australia's markets are fair and transparent, supported by confident
and informed investors and consumers.
As an ASIC graduate, you will participate in a 12 month structured, rotation program that is tailor made to suit your
degree. We provide a formal development program as well as targeted, specific, technical training and on-the-job
training to ensure that you are up to date with all current practice and have the necessary skills to progress your
career.
Area of practice:
ASIC will accept graduate applicants with law or combined law degrees, as well as commerce, economics, finance,
accounting, and business.
Culture and Values:
ASIC has a culture driven by values. We also uphold five distinctive values that apply to how we do our work and
how we deal with people:

 Achievement - we make a difference to both the real and financial economies. Our leaders and our people
are accountable and contribute meaningfully to market outcomes.

 Excellence - our work is recognised as high quality by all our stakeholders. Promotion within the organisation is based on merit.

 Independence - we focus on what is important and act without fear or favour.
 Integrity – what we say is what we do. We are committed to the highest possible
ethical standards.

 Teamwork – we are one team working toward a common vision.

Key Information
Graduates Applications: 28 Feb 11 – April 17 2011
Method of Application: Online at www.asic.gov.au/graduate
For more information, contact:
Email: graduateprogram@asic.gov.au
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Choose from six specialist streams that offer career development, further
lenging work in your area of interest:

training and chal-

• Law, Finance & Taxation
• Marketing Communications
• People Management
• Operational Excellence
• Information Technology
• Design
During the 12 month graduate program you will gain a sound understanding of the challenging
and
interesting work we do, undertake relevant specialised hands-on training, develop your skills
and knowledge and pursue your career.
You‘ll also start on a salary of over $53,000 per annum, receive excellent superannuation benefits and enjoy flexible working conditions.

Key Information
Position locations: Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra, Mel- bourne, Hobart, Adelaide, Perth, Townsville, Newcastle and Albury
When do applications close?
Applications close 18 April 2011
For more information, contact:
Rachel Michael
T: (07) 321 35178 E: GraduateProgram@ato.gov.au
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The Graduate Development Program in the Department of Innovation is a great way to start your
career in the Australian Public Service. The 10-month Program is based in Canberra and will
commence in early February 2012.
The Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research strives as a key priority to encourage
the sustainable growth of Australian industries by developing a national innovation system that drives
knowledge creation, cutting edge science and research, international competitiveness and greater
productivity. The Department is committed to developing policies and delivering programs, in partnership with stakeholders, to provide lasting economic benefits ensuring Australia's competitive future.
There are many opportunities waiting for you, both during your graduate year and beyond.
The 10-month graduate development program includes:
Three diverse work placements
The opportunity to work with other graduates on a major project that tackles real-life industry issues
―Off-the-job‖ training blocks
A network of Innovation people, including a dedicated Graduate Team, a ―Buddy‖, and mentors who are
there to support you and answer your questions
A Certificate Level IV in Government
The Department is recruiting approximately 40 graduates from various disciplines for 2012 and are particularly interested in graduates with economics. We are looking for people who have strong skills in
communication; teamwork; research and analysis; adaptability; flexibility; initiative; and judgment. If
you‘ve also got work experience, political awareness, business acumen, knowledge of change management issues or marketing, it‘s a bonus!
To be eligible you must:
Have completed a minimum of a three-year undergraduate degree, or have completed one by the end
of 2011;
Be an Australian citizen; and
Be prepared to relocate to Canberra.
Applications close on 29 April 2011.
For further information visit www.innovation.gov.au/graduates, or email graduates@innovation.gov.au or call
02 6213 6508 or 02 6213 6501 during AEST business hours.
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ACCC 2012 Graduate Program
Kickstart your career and contribute to the welfare of consumers, business and the wider community by joining
the ACCC. We are the agency responsible for promoting competition, fair trade and consumer protection in
Australia.
Employees of the ACCC may also work for the Australian Energy Regulator—the national energy market
regulator.
We employ around 800 staff nationally and have offices in each state and territory.
ACCC graduate benefits:
ACCC graduates:

 work in a national agency applying and developing existing skills and knowledge
 provide input into decisions with far-reaching economic, industrial and legal implications
 become part of a high-profile, professional public service agency
 develop a strong foundation for a rewarding and challenging career.
Our graduates enjoy?


a competitive salary package that increases across the program



extensive on-the-job learning and formal training



the ability to work in a number of capital cities around Australia



flexible working conditions



the option to buy time off, in addition to four weeks annual leave.

Once our graduates complete the program they have access to generous study assistance, professional
development and career advancement opportunities.
Using your economics skills at the ACCC
We offer a generalist graduate program and do not have a specific economics stream. Graduates from all
disciplines participate in this program and gain experience across a range of functional areas of the ACCC.
Economics skills are highly sought after across all work areas at the ACCC including our regulatory affairs and
enforcement operations divisions, mergers, adjudication and corporate division.
Continued over page
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Economists have an influential role in advising the ACCC and AER on a range of regulatory issues particularly those associated with determining prices and access terms and conditions that balance the interest
of infrastructure owners, users and the broader public. Economists also play an important role in analysing conduct that may have the effect of lessening competition between firms.
We offer economics graduates a challenging and rewarding career path and the opportunity to:

 apply specialist knowledge and skills in economics to achieve practical outcomes
 become involved in assessments that have a crucial impact on upstream and downstream
competition and investment levels in infrastructure industries
 monitor outcomes in concentrated markets and newly deregulated industries.
Rotations
Rotations are an essential part of our program and are designed to give graduates an understanding of
the broad range of work undertaken by the ACCC. During our 10 month graduate program you will do
three 14 week
rotations in some of these areas:

 enforcement and compliance
 regulatory affairs
 corporate
 mergers and acquisitions
 adjudication.
You might even get the chance to work interstate.
Who are we looking for?
ACCC graduates must:

 be Australian citizens or expect to complete the citizenship process before they start our program

 have completed at least a three-year undergraduate degree or expect to complete one the
year before they start our program (The most recent qualification must have been completed
no more than three years prior to starting the program).

 be able to start work in February 2012 and attend a one-week intensive orientation program in
Canberra.

Continued over next page
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You should apply if you have:

 a genuine interest in industry regulation, competition policy and consumer protection
 excellent analytical and problem solving skills
 a flair for writing
 the ability to contribute to a team
 well-developed interpersonal and communication skills
How to apply
Visit Graduate opportunities at http://www.accc.gov.au/gradjobs
When to apply
Applications open on Monday 28 March 2011 and close on Monday 9 May 2011. After applications close
for the 2012 program, graduates interested in applying for the 2013 graduate program can provide their
details on the ACCC‘s 2013 Graduate Register.
Position locations
Throughout Australia (actual locations will vary according to staffing requirements)
Internships
The ACCC also offers a 6 week summer internship program in January/February each year for economics graduates with outstanding results who plan to undertake an economics honours program in the year
following completion of their internship. Applications for the program are sought in mid year and are advertised via honours coordinators at most universities.

Further information
Tel: 03 9290 1875
Email: Grad.jobs@accc.gov.au
Web: http://www.accc.gov.au/gradjobs
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Experience Excellence at the Reserve Bank of Australia
If you are among the best in your field of study, are driven to achieve and want to be part of an institution that
boasts some of Australia's best minds, then the RBA is the place for you.
The RBA's structured Graduate Development Program will provide you with an unparalleled learning environment and a range of experiences. You will learn from internationally renowned specialists and have the opportunity to apply your academic knowledge to real-life challenges. Achieve excellence in a career unlike any other.
As a central bank, our main responsibility is monetary policy. Policy decisions are made with the objective of
achieving low and stable inflation. Our other major rol
es include: maintaining financial system stability, the safety and efficiency of the payments system, currency
creation and distribution, managing Australia's foreign exchange reserves and providing banking services to the
Commonwealth Government. To carry out these functions we offer opportunities across a wide variety of
disciplines, each providing unique and exciting work programs.
Wherever you are placed at the RBA, you will be furthering the Bank's policy aims and contributing to the overall
wellbeing of the people of Australia.
The Cadetship
Designed to provide work experience and financial support to talented students who have the potential to be
successful graduates at the RBA, the Cadetship Award is an excellent opportunity for students to get first-hand
experience of what it is really like to work in a central bank.
We look for a high level of intellectual ability and analytical skills, plus a desire for a career that is both challenging and rewarding. Applications are accepted from 3rd year (or the equivalent) students who are majoring in
economics or finance and intend completing honours next year. We may also consider applications under certain circumstances from high-calibre students undertaking double degrees, who may not complete honours until
the following year.
Initially, we offer successful candidates an eight week paid work placement commencing in December. You will
be assigned to a department where you will undertake project work, culminating in a research paper which is
presented to senior staff. During your placement you will attend information sessions that are designed to provide you with a more comprehensive understanding of the role of the Reserve Bank and how we operate.
At the end of the eight week placement, cadets may be offered a place on the Graduate Development Program
commencing the following year. Financial support for the current honours year will be provided to those that
accept graduate offers.

For more information on our programs and how to apply, visit
www.rba.gov.au
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Cadetship with the Reserve Bank of Australia
Byron Hewson, an Economics/Law student, spent his
Summer working with the RBA.
What attracted you to work at the RBA?
The RBA is centrally important to the functioning of the Australian economy and so, as an economics student, I was interested in working within the Bank to get a direct insight into how it
functions. The Bank also attracts a lot of leaders in the fields of economics and finance, both as
employees and as visitors, and so I was interested in working with these people to further what
I have learnt in my university studies. Finally, I was drawn to the prospect of getting paid to
work in Sydney for eight weeks.
What was the application process like?
The application process begins with an online application which has to be submitted by late July. This part of the application involves submitting your curriculum vitae, academic transcript,
and answering a few questions about your interest in the Bank and what area you are interested in working in. Most people going for the cadetship will put down that they are interested in
working in the Economic Group but I would also encourage considering some of the other
groups as well. The Financial Markets and Financial System Groups may be particularly interesting for commerce/economics students.
You will find out within a week or two after the final date for submitting the application if you
have gotten through to the next stage, which involves the interview and several aptitude tests.
There are three aptitude tests, logical, verbal, and numerical reasoning, which must be completed before your interview. You are also required to complete shorter versions of these tests after
the interview in the RBA office just to check that they roughly align with your previous results.
The interview itself is quite standard and covers a range of personal and theoretical questions.
The theoretical questions depend on which departments the Bank is interested in putting you in
and a representative of each of these departments will attend the interview, as well as a human
resources representative.
The questions tend to be quite broad and so it is probably more important to be relaxed and
considered then to rush into an answer and then get flustered. Also, the people reading your
application may feel that you are suited to a group that you did not express an interest in or may
feel that you are not suited to a group that you did express an interest in, so don‘t be surprised
if you are being interviewed by departments that you had never really considered prior to the
interview.
What part of the bank did you work in?
I worked in the Payments Policy Department, in the Payments System Stability section. The
Payments Policy Department is responsible for improving the safety and efficiency of the payments system and overseeing Australia‘s clearing and settlement facilities.
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How was the cadetship structured? Did you have training?
The cadetship lasts for eight weeks, from the beginning of December (or late November) until
mid-January. In the first two weeks of the cadetships there are a number of activities that are
designed to introduce you to the Bank. These activities include an organised dinner and
morning tea with the other cadets, training to assist you with Bank related work, and also
meetings with representatives from the main departments who provide an understanding of
the many functions the Bank performs.
There are fewer organised activities after the first two weeks, although there are quite a few
social events around Christmas. It is during this time that you do the bulk of your substantive
work on the project that you are assigned by your supervisor in the first week. The last two
weeks are when you present your work to the other cadets and other people from the Bank
who may be interested in it and also when you finish off your paper and hopefully get it sent
out internally within the Bank. The Bank also lets each cadet have up to five unpaid days off
work, in addition to public holidays, which many cadets choose to use around the Christmas/
New Year break.
What was the average day/week like?
The average day varies depending on the department that you are working in but most cadets get to work between 8.30-9 am and will work through to 5-5.30pm, with a lunch break for
one hour and a morning or afternoon tea. Most of the day you will be working on your project
but there are also a number of meetings held throughout the day which may include discussing what everyone within your section is working on or listening to both Bank employees and
visiting economists present their work.
What were the most challenging aspects of your work?
I think for most of the cadets the most challenging aspect was in the beginning, having to
work on a project that you may have no prior knowledge about. The supervisors are helpful in
directing your research and by the end of the eight weeks most of the cadets were very
knowledgeable about their research topic. While some people may also find having to present to people within the Bank slightly daunting, most supervisors will organise one or two
practices before the final presentation.
What are the benefits of a cadetship?
The cadetship is a great way to get first-hand insight into the functions of the Bank and to
further your interest in economics or finance. Writing the report and working, for the most
part, independently is also valuable preparation for an Honours year, particularly getting
practice for writing the thesis. The hours and the intensity of the work are not too difficult
when compared to other economics or finance internships and most supervisors are very
helpful and approachable.
What tips do you have for people looking to do a cadetship?
Complete your application at least a few weeks before the closing date and really think about
why you would like to work for the Bank. In terms of the interview, it is helpful to read over
some macroeconomic theory, particularly from ECON2020 and ECON2040, and some basic
econometrics before the interview.
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Internship with the Commonwealth Treasury
Maritsa Samios interned with the Commonwealth Treasury
over the holidays.
What made you want to intern at the Commonwealth Treasury?
An internship at Treasury exposes you to the inner-workings of one of the largest government departments
in Australia. As I am completing an Arts/Law degree with majors in International Relations and Economics, I
wanted to find work where I could acquire practical experience in all aspects of my university studies.
Treasury also seemed like an ideal place to experience the diversity of the work undertaken by the public
service, and to witness the process of policy formation.
What part of the Commonwealth Treasury did you work at?
Treasury interns are placed in a unit in either the Revenue, Fiscal, Macroeconomic or Markets Groups, and
can stay for a minimum of 6 weeks up to a maximum of 12 weeks. I worked in Revenue Group for the duration of my internship, which deals with revenue and taxation policy.
What was the application process like?
Most government departments including Treasury tend to advertise their internship opportunities online, so
keep an eye out for details. Last year the application process involved an online questionnaire including an
850 word statement on why you wanted to work at Treasury. Following this, there was a phone interview
with a HR representative and another Treasury employee after which I was offered a position!
What was your average day/week like?
The experience of being an intern at Treasury very much depends on the unit you are placed in. Interns can
expect to be assigned any number of tasks, including research, writing reports, and even
making presentations to other members of staff. A typical day began at 8.30 – 8.45am and ended around
5.30pm. As most interns come from interstate, we typically met for lunch every day and went out for dinner
a couple of times a week.
What were the advantages of the internship?
Interning at Treasury offered the opportunity to gain invaluable practical experience in policy development.
The work is exciting and challenging, which makes completing tasks even more rewarding. Living in Canberra also offers many chances to explore the city and its surrounds. Along with the other interns I was able
to travel to Batemans Bay for a weekend, spend Australia Day in the nation‘s capital, and see much of what
Canberra itself has to offer including trips to the War Memorial, Parliament House and the High Court. On
the whole, interning at Treasury allowed me to combine my interest in government and policy with my academic studies.
What did you learn from the internship?
From day one, interns are able to gain an understanding of Australian politics from a unique perspective. I
now have a much greater appreciation of what goes on ‗behind the scenes‘ in the daily media cycle, and the
process by which policy is created. Moreover, the internship also exposes you to the inter-relationships between Treasury and other government departments.
What were the biggest challenges?
The biggest challenge was probably learning how to develop a practical application of my academic
knowledge so I could complete the tasks I had been assigned. Aside from this, the challenges of moving to
and learning my way around a different city were made a lot easier by the fact that most of the interns were
in a similar position, so there was always someone around to shop or sightsee with.
What advice would you have for students wanting to do intern at the Commonwealth Treasury?
Treasury attracts people from a wide range of backgrounds, including Economics, Commerce, Law, Mathematics and even Information Technology, so there is no ‗typical‘ Treasury employee. Prospective interns will
need to demonstrate an interest in government and policy, and how this interacts with their academic studies and future aspirations. The internship was a fantastic experience in terms of the work I completed and
the people I met along the way. If this sounds like something which appeals to you, then I would strongly
encourage you to apply!
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Internship with Credit Suisse
Tara Osborne interned with Credit Suisse over the holidays.
What made you want to intern with Credit Suisse?
I chose to work at Credit Suisse because it is a top-tier investment bank with a great client list
and constant deal flow. Credit Suisse felt like the right bank for me because it values its employees and has a great ‗small team‘ culture that encourages a collaborative work environment, greater responsibility and faster learning. This is all reflected in Credit Suisse‘s mission
to be the most admired bank.
What part of Credit Suisse did you work in?
I worked in the Investment Banking Department - the internship consisted of an 11 week rotation program across different sectors such as Resources and General Industrials.
What was the application process like?
The application process involved a written online application followed by a two stage interview process by phone and in person in the Sydney office. The interviews were conducted by
business representatives at different levels.
What was your average day/week like?
I think the most attractive thing about investment banking is that there is never an ‗average‘
day. However typically I would get into the office around 8:30am and pick up a coffee on my
way - luckily all the interns were supplied with accommodation during the internship so the
office was only a five minute walk away. The day goes very quickly as you‘re usually working
on multiple tasks, such as presentations, research, company profiles etc., and you are constantly liaising with analysts on the different tasks that need to be done. The interns all have
dinner together, which is a good opportunity to wind down and chat to the others on some of
the deals they‘ve been working on. We then go back and work for a few more hours after dinner and typically leave the office around 10:30pm or sometimes later, depending on deadlines.
What were the advantages of the internship?
The biggest advantage for me was the exposure to current deals in the market and the quality of work I was entrusted with. It was a great opportunity to apply and test the skills that I
had learnt during my degree whilst working alongside industry experts.
What were the disadvantages of the internship?
As with any of the internships offered by the investment banks, you have to be prepared to
move to Sydney or Melbourne for the 11 weeks. Although you‘re away from friends and family, you meet so many friends along the way including interns from the other banks.
What did you learn from the internship?
The internship really exposes you to life as a first year analyst and you quickly get to learn
what it is like to work in a dynamic and fast paced environment. I was particularly fortunate as
CS encourage continuous development through learning and in addition to a one week initial
training period they also provided weekly information sessions for the interns. Overall, I learnt
the importance of attention to detail, working within tight deadlines and general business protocols, and improved my computer skills.
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Internship with Credit Suisse

What were the biggest challenges?
The biggest challenge for me was the computer work - the majority of the work I was assigned
involved working on company presentations and research, and it definitely took some time to familiarise myself with the proprietary information systems. The other challenge was the long hours,
however you get into a routine after the first couple of weeks and the satisfaction of finishing a
task is definitely worth the hard work.
What advice would you have for students wanting to do an internship with Credit Suisse?

Keep up to date with financial news by reading the Australian Financial Review

Attend university group events, FMAA and UQES

Go to Credit Suisse events on campus and try and find out as much as you can about
the different roles on offer and what each one does. Make connections and contacts at
these events

Prepare for the interview by keeping up with the deals that Credit Suisse is involved in,
in the market and general brand awareness
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Internship with Brisbane City Council
Daniel De Voss interned with the Brisbane City Council
over the Summer.
What made you want to intern with the BCC?
I was told of the opportunity by a friend who had previously completed the internship. I had also
been interested in the workings of local government for a long time, and wanted some hands-on
experience of some of the decision making that occurred in the organisation.
What part of the BCC did you work in?
I was placed in Brisbane Transport Fleet Management Services (FMS), which had its site office at
Toowong Bus Depot. This differed from the previous internship, which was in the Brisbane Square
office. The office comprised mainly engineers and former bus drivers, who were all very knowledgeable about the workings of the transport system.
What was the application process like?
The position was advertised through BEL Employment Services and applying just required submission of a resume. The BCC contacted BEL when they found suitable applicants, and in turn,
BEL contacted us.
What was your average day/week like?
The internship ran every Friday from 9-5, for around 10 weeks. Most of my time was devoted to
completing my major project, which considered the allocation of the existing natural gas bus fleet
among four depots. This mostly involved the creation of and experiments with a spreadsheet to
explore possible scenarios for gas usage.
What were the advantages of the internship?
It was a relatively small and dynamic operation, where you could get to know everyone who
worked there (around a dozen people). The work was very rewarding and I particularly enjoyed
being in situ, as the office was in the heart of the bus garages. What we were dong as interns was
relevant to the decisions of Brisbane Transport, so it never felt as though the time spent there wasn't wasted on trivial tasks. Everyone was very friendly, willing to offer help and advice, and brought
a depth of practical knowledge that may not have been available in a more formal office.
What were the disadvantages of the internship?
The major drawback was that the internship required a free day on your uni timetable, as it ran
during the semester.
What did you learn from the internship?
The internship confirmed that economics isn't always cut-and-dried and that the future is necessarily uncertain. As policymakers, the techniques we choose to employ in envisaging an as-yetunrealised future are crucial, whether it involves estimating the price of natural gas or appraising
the likelihood of a financial crisis.
What were the biggest challenges?
In addressing such uncertainty, considerable scope was available in undertaking my project. Within certain guidelines, I was granted creative licence in how to address the problem of bus allocation. This was a challenge I enjoyed, and it also meant that I was responsible for justifying my projections, so I had to make sure I could make a case for them.
What advice would you have for students wanting to do an internship with the BCC?
Have an open mind. Whether you end up being placed at the Bus Depot or in the City office, there
are many rewarding opportunities available and a lot to be learnt. The internship is particularly appealing if you want to see the importance of economic decision making in the real world, where
you can augment what you learn in the classroom with your own common sense.
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Making the Most of Your Time at UQ
The „How to Get Employed‟ Guide
An article written by the UQ Economics Society Publications Team.
As a First Year, the future seems a long way off. You‘re lucky if you turn up to all of your classes
and exams without getting lost. Even in Second Year, you might pick a major, but you probably
also spend a lot of time really getting in to the uni lifestyle. Suddenly, you‘re nearing graduation.
The real world comes crashing in. Your friends are talking about internships, resumes, career
paths and building ―synergy‖ with their new employers. You‘re wondering two things: where did all
the career zombies come from, and how will you ever get a job?
Never fear! The UQES is here to tell you how you can enjoy university and make yourself seriously employable at the end of it. It‘s all about having fun AND building skills...
As totally objective outsider third parties, we say join the UQES. Not only do you get to go to
some awesome parties, you also mix with older students and academics who can mentor you
through the adjustment to university.
Follow your passions
Whether it‘s sport, volunteering for the Girl Guides or pursuing your indie rock and roll dream to
pick up girls, commit to it and enjoy yourself! Employers love to see activities which develop time
management skills and suggest you have a life/can converse on topics other than the failures of
the rational utility maximiser as a predictive model.
Get good grades the whole way through
By third year, most people are at least trying to do this. But it makes a lot of sense to hit the
ground running, get organised and work hard in first year. They‘re the easiest courses in your degree and they have an equal effect on your GPA. Also, from the number of people sleeping in
ECON1010 lectures, the Bell Curve is in your favour.
Go to PASS and consultation
There are obvious academic benefits, such as studying more efficiently because someone else
has synthesised a textbook into a couple of pages of key points, and can step you through the
solution to any question. But what‘s more, it‘s a great way to get to know older students, learn
about courses and majors, have fun and make some contacts before you run for Life President/
Glorious Leader of the UQES.
Go to career networking events
Even in first year! There‘s good food and drink, plus you get to dress up in business wear
(everyone secretly loves their suit). And most importantly, you meet people who can tell you
about their company/industry, and may even offer you a job on the spot.
Get involved in student societies
There are elected positions, meetings, large email inboxes and responsibilities you have to fulfill.
It‘s a great way to develop your teamwork and organisational skills. It looks awesome on your
resume. It‘s a miniature workplace, but FUN, because you‘re with your friends the whole time.
You can‘t choose your co-workers once you leave university, but you can choose a society where
you like the vibe. We can‘t emphasise this one enough – ever wonder how the President of the
Student Union finds can be swimming in job offers once they leave, despite their barely-passing
GPA? Simple – they‘ve basically had a job for the last few years, and they were demonstrably
good at it.
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Making the Most of Your Time at UQ
The „How to Get Employed‟ Guide
An article written by the UQ Economics Society Publications Team.
Do your research
Read the UQES Careers Guide for Company Profiles, interview with past students who
have completed internships and delightful guides like this one. Go to their website and
seek them out at networking events if you‘re interested. Go to the employer presentations
on campus. We were attempting to think of a chirpy comment highlighting the fun aspect of
career research, but we kind of failed. There are freebies sometimes. The CareerOne fortune cookies are a revelation.
Internships
It pays to get organised about this early, especially if you‘re doing a single degree – you‘ll
probably want one or two internships under your belt by the time you graduate, which
means starting to apply in second year.
Do Honours
What‘s not to like? An extra year of university before being thrust out into the world, the
chance to shape your own research, and the tiny matter of a thesis hanging over your
head.
Get some research experience
If you find a course or an academic you really like, ask them if you can be a research assistant. The worst they can say is no, but it could be a great opportunity. You could even
get to wear a sexy lab coat costume.
Resume-stuffing!
Having followed all of the above instructions and become the busiest person on campus,
don‘t forget to write it all down. It‘s surprisingly easy to forget all of the useful things you‘ve
been involved in when you‘re staring at an application at two in the morning on the day it‘s
due, so make it easier for yourself and keep a CV or resume document which you update
each time you do something new.
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Application Tips
How to Write Cover Letters
A „How to‟ Guide on how to draft and present that job-winning cover letter.
No matter what other people may have told you, a cover letter must always accompany your resume. A cover letter is an essential part of your whole application. Your cover letter is more than just
a summary of your resume. It is a customized and dynamic document designed to elaborate on how
your abilities and values align with those of a particular firm, company or organization.
A. What to include in a cover letter
While there is no set formula for writing a cover letter, a cover letter is generally structured as follows:
The Heading
Put your name, address, phone and fax numbers at the top of the page. Very carefully check the accuracy of any numbers and email addresses provided. There is nothing more disheartening than to
realise that a recruiter was unable to contact you to offer you an interview. After listing your details,
the firm‘s details should follow. If possible, address your cover letter to the particular person who will
be reviewing your application, making sure that the spelling and the title of the individual are correct.
Misspelling the recruiter‘s name is one sure way to fast track your application to the firm‘s shredding
machine.
First Sentence: “The Introducer”
According to most HR representatives, the first sentence of your cover letter should always clearly
state your current year level at University, the position you are applying for and your GPA. You
should always be upfront about your GPA, regardless of what it is.
First Paragraph: “The Attention Grabber”
You should think of your cover letter as a bit like a newspaper. Readers of newspapers will only read
the entire article if the lead paragraph arouses their interest. Likewise, your cover letter needs to include statements in the first paragraph that will attract the recruiter‘s attention. This can be done in a
variety of ways. For example, providing a comment on some ―timely‖ issue relating to the firm‘s activities demonstrates your interest in the firm‘s affairs. Also try to indicate why you are interested in the
job offering.
Second Paragraph: “The Teaser”
This is a short paragraph used to list two or three key achievements that would appeal to a potential
employer. For example, you could demonstrate your leadership abilities by documenting your involvement in running a student society or captaining a sporting team. Try to choose experiences or
achievements that illustrate abilities that this particular employer would desire.
Third Paragraph: “The Value Add”
Cover letters are designed to provide customized information beyond that contained in your resume.
In other words, your cover letter must ‗add value‘ to your resume. This paragraph is a prime opportunity to highlight abilities not readily apparent on the face of your resume. For example, an applicant
may wish to discuss their ―soft skills‖ such as team building, being a self-starter and organisational
abilities. However, recruiters would rather read about actual accomplishments rather than see generic phrases such as ―excellent communication skills.‖ For example, to illustrate your organisational
skills, you might mention that you coordinated a large school or university event.
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Concluding Paragraph: “The Clincher”
Your last paragraph should request action. Using a courteous but direct approach, state your belief
that you possess the skills required to excel at the advertised position. It is also not a bad idea to tell
the recruiter that you will follow up to confirm receipt of your application. Employers are usually
more impressed by applicants who demonstrate initiative and perseverance rather than complete
apathy.
B. Formatting advice
No matter the formatting methodology adopted, the key is that the cover letter must be well presented and easy to read. The use of correct English and grammar, large and easy to read fonts, consistent line spacing and wide margins are all essential elements of a polished cover letter.
C. Handy Tips
Handy Tip #1 - Standard form cover letters do not work
With the power of the computer and the internet at your finger tips, there is nothing more tempting
than to save time and effort by using the same cover letter and resume for every job application that
you submit. However, keep in mind that your objective is to obtain a job interview, not to set the
world record for the most number of applications completed in one night!
To see the difference that some research about the company and the advertised position can make,
imagine yourself in the hirer‘s shoes. Who would you rather interview - a person who submits a
bland and recycled cover letter or someone who submits a cover letter that addresses specifically
why they would be the right person for the position?
Handy Tip #2 - Use short sharp sentences wherever possible
Ask yourself this question: how many times have you become confused and then eventually just
given up when attempting to read a judgment that contains too many ―big words‖ and has countless
never-ending sentences? Writing the longest possible sentences does not demonstrate that you are
the smartest applicant. If anything, it illustrates that you have trouble communicating information in
a clear and succinct manner. The use of short sharp sentences is often a more effective way of
communicating your message. It may come as a surprise to know that you are allowed to use full
stops.
Handy Tip #3 - Get a friend or a family member to review your cover letter
No matter how many times you review your cover letter and no matter how many times you have
used the spell checker on your computer, always get a different and fresh set of eyes to review your
work. Getting a friend or family member to read over your cover letter is often a useful way of identifying areas for improvement.
Handy Tip #4 - Include a cover letter even if you are applying for a job via the internet
A firm‘s online application will often leave space for candidates to include information or comments
that does not fit in another section. Use this space to insert a short cover letter.
D. Final thoughts
A professional and customized cover letter is essential in differentiating your application from the
hundreds of other applications that a firm will receive for an advertised position. A well-written cover
letter helps to provide an insight into your personality and how you view the world. Most importantly,
one of the great features of a cover letter is that it provides a means by which to emphasise how
your best qualities match the firm‘s needs.
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Application Tips
How to Write a Resume
A „How to‟ Guide on how to draft and present that job-winning resume.
While cover letters are extremely important in differentiating your application from other competitors,
your resume is the document that is most likely to determine whether you proceed to the next recruitment phase. Your resume is designed to provide details on your education and employment background as well as outlining other noteworthy achievements.
Application Tips
A. What to include in a resume
Personal details
Full name
Residential and postal address (if different)
Email address – remember to use appropriate email address names. Including funky email
Address—names such as ―sexychick@hotmail.com‖ are completely unprofessional. Either use your
student email account or create a new address such as firstname.surname@hotmail.com.
Home phone number and mobile number, indicating if you have a message service available.
Education
List both your secondary and tertiary education. Include the following details:
Name of institution
Start date and end date
Under your university information, list the degree you are studying and any relevant majors
State your OP and GPA—do not try to hide your results! Human Resource managers will start to
become suspicious if you do not list your academic results. It is better to be up-front and open about
your academic record.
Work Experience
This is by far the most important section on your resume. As such, it is crucial that you demonstrate
how your work experience is relevant to the job for which you are applying. A helpful method of outlining your previous work experience is to compile a summary table listing all your employers, dates
of employment and the positions held. Then, for each job, list your key responsibilities and achievements and the key skills that you acquired.
Awards and Achievements
In this section, separate out your academic, sporting, cultural and other significant achievements.
Especially for other skills and awards, avoid simply listing these accomplishments. Try to show that
the activity assisted you in developing skills that would be pertinent for the advertised position. If
there is room, you may wish to also outline other miscellaneous skills such as whether you have beginner, intermediate or advanced computer skills or whether you speak another language.
Extra-curricular activities
In a competitive application process, the breath of one‘s extra-curricular pursuits is often a way to
differentiate between similarly qualified applicants. A person who is able to combine work and study
with a wide variety of extra-curricular pursuits generally illustrates that person‘s accomplished time
management and organisational skills.
Referees
If possible, attempt to find former employers who will positively testify about your abilities. Do not use
a family member or your best mate as your referee. Try to have at least two referees. Also, send your
referees a copy of your resume for their reference in the event that a recruiter calls them.
B. What NOT to include in a resume
Written references (unless specifically requested)
Human Resource managers usually prefer to talk to your past employers to assess your suitability for
the position rather than read letters of recommendation.
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Photos
Never include these no matter how good or funny you think you look.
C. Formatting advice
As with cover letters, a number of formatting techniques can be successfully employed. However,
ensure that your resume is professionally presented and pleasing to the eye. The use of correct
English and grammar, large and easy to read fonts, consistent line spacing and wide margins are all
prerequisites to compiling a high-quality resume.
D. Handy tips
Handy tip #1 - Ensure that the most important information about you appears
at the start of your resume
In 2004, Dr Jim Bright, an Australian organisational psychologist, conducted a survey of HR Managers whereby study subjects were presented with a fake resume and were then later asked how
much information they recalled about the individual. The results revealed that:
60% of the first page was recalled;
40% of the second page;
5% of the third page;
1% for all other subsequent pages.
The key message from this survey is to keep your resume short and to the point. Only include
information that is relevant and make sure that your key skills and achievements are towards the
beginning of your resume.
Handy tip #2 - Highlight key words in bold
This technique is very effective in drawing a recruiter‘s attention to your most favourable attributes.
For example, you may wish to highlight key accolades such as ―cricket captain‖ or ―First in English.‖
E. Skills checklist - your cheat sheet to success
While each firm will be looking for different skills in each of its applicants, listed below are a few
good phrases to help get you started with writing your resume.
Helpful phrases for your achievements Skills and attributes most sought by employers
Achieved the highest grade in…
Acquired skills in…
Attained the level of…
Implemented a new initiative/project…
Obtained proficiency in…
Presented a…
Worked unsupervised in…
Formulated a policy/plan…
Organised a seminar/event...
Developed the ability to...
A willingness to learn
Teamwork skills
Ability to find and assess information
Ability to plan your own work and prioritise
Ambition and a desire for self-improvement
Flexibility and adaptability
Strong interpersonal skills
Organisational and time management skills
Oral and written communication skills
Problem-solving abilities
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Where did I go wrong?

Applications that Won’t Get You the Job
An article written by BEL Employment Services
If you find that you are not getting a positive response from your job applications or no response
at all, it may be that your resume and cover letter are letting you down.
What could you be doing that would stop an employer from taking your skills and experience
into consideration? Some of the most common mistakes are:
Mixing up applications Always make sure that you tailor your cover letters to each job and get
someone to check over it for you.
Not reading the job description You need to read all details of a position prior to preparing
your application. Often employer will state a particular requirement or restriction in their advertisement. They will not be interested in you if they have given you all the details but you apply
regardless of the fact that you do not meet the basic requirements.
Inappropriate salutations It is important to maintain a professional attitude (and writing style)
when you apply for jobs, regardless of what the position is.
‗G‘day‘, ‗Hello‘, ‗Hey‘ and ‗Hi There‘ are not appropriate ways to greet a potential employer in
your cover letter. Stick with the tried and tested ‗Dear …‘ and if possible the name of the Human
Resource Officer or person dealing with the applications.
Using abbreviations and poor spelling Your application is a reflection of your professionalism
and writing skills. Do not use abbreviations and NEVER use text message abbreviations. Don‘t
just rely on spell-check – remember spell-check will not pick up if you have written ‗any‘ when
you meant to write ‗and‘.
Irrelevant information There is no need to include that you won the 100 metre freestyle race at
your year 10 swimming carnival unless you are applying for work as a life guard. Be careful of
adding irrelevant
information in your resume as it detracts from your relevant skills and takes up valuable space.
Inappropriate e-mail addresses hotchick@gmail.com will not help you to secure your dream
job. Open an e-mail account that has your name in the address that is just for job applications if
necessary.
Too much information Don‘t include any information (other than your name, and contact details) that may lead the employer to make assumptions about you or that could invite discrimination (ie) Age, Height, Hair colour. Although many European and Asian countries expect you to
include a photo on your resume, this is not the standard in Australia and is not encouraged.
Important Tips

Make sure that you have researched the company that you are applying to and make
reference to this in your cover letter.

Remember to include the unique selling points that set you apart from the rest in both
your cover letter and resume

Don‘t forget to proof read it.

Make sure your cover letter is clear, concise and addressed to the correct person.

Ask someone else to double check your resume and cover letter before sending

Don‘t forget to include your address, phone number and email address.

Keep your cover letter succinct and tailor each letter and resume to suit the job you
are applying for
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A.

UQCareerHub

The University of Queensland‘s online careers and employment website for students and graduates.
 Degree-related employment opportunities (graduate, work experience and internships)
 Upcoming careers and employment events, presentations and workshops
 Career information and resources
Visit UQCareerHub www.careerhub.uq.edu.au for more information.
B. Student Services – Careers and Graduate Employment Opportunities
Offers a variety of career development and employment preparation workshops, and coordinates a
range of on campus employer presentations and seminars.
 Employment preparation and skill development workshops
 Career plan consultations – book an appointment by calling 3365 1704
 Employer seminars and events
Book your place at workshops and events, with the exception of Career planning consultations via
UQCareerHub www.careerhub.uq.edu.au. For more information visit www.uq.edu.au/student-services
or email grademployment@uq.edu.au.
C. Faculty of Business, Economics and Law Employment Services (BEL Employment Services)
A dedicated Employment Services team specifically for students of the BEL Faculty providing industry specific advice and activities directly relevant to BEL program areas.
BEL Employment Services helps you to:
Explore your career options
 Bi-monthly Student eUpdate - sent to student email accounts also available online at
www.bel.uq.edu.au/student-eupdate
 Career specific information sessions including our Careers in Focus series - Hear experiences
from a range of industry professionals, and find out what it is really like to work in a particular
industry/career. BEL Employment Services are planning a couple of sessions of interest to ESA
members, keep an eye on UQCareerHub and your student email accounts for more information
 Graduate profiles and CareerLinks program. CareerLinks is a mini-mentoring type program allowing students to communicate with industry contacts via structured email communication
Connect with potential employers and alumni
 Networking events and employer presentations.
Achieve your career goals
 BEL Internship Program - unpaid and paid internship opportunities. Students registered for the
internship program will hear about internship opportunities as soon as they become available.
To register, complete our online registration form at www.bel.uq.edu.au/esu
 Industry specific advice and job search techniques
 One-on-one consultations
For more information visit www.bel.uq.edu.au/esu or email employmentservices@bel.uq.edu.au.
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Making the most of your time at UQ
Advice from BEL Employment Services
UQ offers many activities and experiences to expose students to various roles and industries
and will assist students to make career choices. Some of these activities are directly tailored
to prepare you for looking for work and others will develop skills that will assist you throughout
your studies and as you commence your career.
BEL Employment Services recommends that you:
 Register on and regularly check UQCareerHub - www.careerhub.uq.edu.au.
 Research industries or companies of interest.
 Ensure your resume and cover letters are up to date, industry specific, and tailored for
each position.
 Attend workshops run by Student Services to assist with application preparation.
 Attend industry networking events to build your professional network. Events held throughout the year provide a great opportunity for you to meet with a range of employers and find
out about opportunities available.
 Attend employer presentations and careers fairs on campus. Make the most out of the opportunity to find out about different career opportunities. 2010 Careers Fair will be held on
31 March, all other employer presentations will be advertised on UQCareerHub
www.careerhub.uq.edu.au.
 Gain some professional work experience.
For final year students
It is important to be prepared for Graduate Program application closing dates, which tend to
be early in the year. In order to make the most out of your applications you should:
 Attend relevant graduate employer presentations and information sessions A range of employers will be on campus in March and April to promote their 2011 graduate programs.
Employers visiting UQ will include investment banks, consulting firms, along with a range
of government departments and multinational organisations.
 Attend UQ Careers Fair - this year‘s fair will be on 30 March 2011.
 Research graduate employers and positions available on UQCareerHub and corporate
websites.
 Make the most of networking events such as the UQES Careers and Cocktails evening.
 Attend Student Services employment preparation workshops (resume preparation, interview techniques, assessment centres).
 Be aware of application closing dates check UQCareerHub and employer websites for
other graduate recruitment deadlines. Most graduate applications will close in Semester
One primarily between March – May so it is important that you are prepared to apply as
soon as you return to university. Below is an indication of graduate application closing
dates based on 2011 dates.
 Please note: this list is based on 2011 graduate program closing dates. Check corporate
websites and UQCareerHub for exact dates for next year.
 Keep an eye out for BEL Employment Services special ‗Graduate Recruitment‘ issue of
the Student eUpdate sent to your student email account late March.
Allow plenty of time to tailor your resumes, cover letters and selection criteria for each
application.
Consulting firms – March

Investment Banks – late March/early April

Commercial Banks – late March/early April

Accounting firms – late March/early April

Federal Government– April/May

Multinationals – varies March-May
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Useful Websites
Listed below are some websites that you may find useful when researching career
options.
UQ Careerhub at http://www.careerhub.uq.edu.au is UQ‘s careers website. Set up
a free account and receive emails about job opportunities related to your degree or
workshops on writing resumes, cover letters and dealing with interviews.
UQ School of Economics at http://www.uq.edu.au/economics is where you can
find information about your degree, exchange, the honours and masters program
and career information.
BEL Faculty Careers Advisory Service at http://www.bel.uq.edu.au/careers
is the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law dedicated Employment Services
website. It is the only one of its kind within the university and caters to the specific
needs of students studying within the Faculty.
ICAA Students Website at http://www.icaa.org.au/students is a useful resource for
commerce students. It advertises internship and networking opportunities and
provides students with guides on career planning and subject choice at university.
CPA Students Website at http://www.cpacareers.com.au/cps/rde/xchg/careers/site/
index_ENA_HTML.htm is a useful resource for commerce students. It advertises
internship and networking opportunities and provides students with guides on career
planning and subject choice at university. Students can also subscribe to a free
monthly magazine about developments in the accounting profession.
Unigrad Website at http://www.unigrad.com.au is a useful resource for students
studying any degree. It advertises graduate and internship opportunities from various companies around Australia and New Zealand. It also offers detailed resources
for resume writing and application tips.
Government Positions can be found at www.jobsearch.gov.au/government/
gradlink.aspx or www.jobs.qld.gov.au/students/discip;ines.asp.
How to Write a Resume at www.how-to-write-a-resume.org which offers free cover
letter, thankyou letter and resume letter writing tips.
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